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                                                                                  DIGSI 5 QUICK NOTES 
DIGSI-5-QN0010:                                           All about Short and Long product codes: 

 

Short and Long product codes 

 
In this document the terms long product code and short product code are used whereas Siemens use the 
terms product code and short product code respectively. This document was written based on DIGSI 5 v9.00, 
there may be some differences with other versions. 
 
The long product code format is a “human readable” code that specifies relay hardware configuration. The 
length of the code is dependent upon the number of I/O modules in the configuration.  
 
Long code example;  7SJ85-DAAA-AA0-008030-A40111-B3121B-BBD000-000AC0-CB1BA1-CB1CJ0-CJ0 
 
The short product code is a unique number generated by the online configurator, as each new product 
combination (long product code) is configured in the tool. It is a convenience, primarily to make the ordering 
process easier by allowing a short code to be used. 
 
Short code example; P1J817589 (short code for above) 
 
The easiest method to create/convert short product code (TNS) and long product codes is using the Siemens 
SIPROTEC 5 Online Configurator. 
 
Given the huge number of possible SIPROTEC 5 combinations, short product codes are not pre-generated by 
Siemens but are created each time a new unique combination is created in the online configurator. The 
online database is typically converted once per day to a (TNS) file that can be download into DIGSI 5, 
allowing your copy of DIGSI 5 to recognise the latest short product codes.  
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1: Updating the TNS list (in DIGSI 5) 
 
This can be done from two locations in DIGSI 5. 

a) If adding a new device to a project, at the bottom of the window 
 

  
 

b) From an existing Device Information Screen, when a short product code is not shown, the Update 
button is enabled. However, updating the TNS may not always show a short product code (see 
later) 
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The 1-to-1 Relationship 

 
There is a 1-to-1 relationship between short and long product codes, but a 1-to-many relationship between a 
relay setting file and relays.  
 
A setting file will always be able to be uploaded from a project to a relay, where the short/long product 
codes in the project match the short/long product codes in the relay. However, setting files can also be 
loaded to relays with other short/long product codes provided they are ‘compatible’. For example setting 
files can be loaded to relays that have a different short/long product codes such as where: 

• The relay has the same hardware, but a higher number of function points.  

• The relay has the same hardware, but a lower number of function points – provided the relay has 
sufficient function points to cover those being used (see DIGSI 5 resource consumption screen)  

• Some small hardware differences can be tolerated; however we recommend that the setting file 
being used matches the hardware to avoid unforeseen issues. 

• The difference is due to a firmware, but the firmware on the relay is changed to match.   
 
When DIGSI 5 is connected to a relay, it will take care of this and advise if the relay is compatible.  
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DIGSI 5 not showing a short product code or a long product code with ????’s 

 
There are three ways to add a relay into a DIGSI 5 project: 

1) Using short product code 
2) Using a long product code 
3) Using the hardware editor 

 
Adding with Short product code 
Add a new device to a project and enter the short product code and click verify. If the short product code is 
known the appropriate relay will be setup for you. If the code is shown as invalid, update the TNS list as 
described earlier.  
 
If the short product code has just been generated online, it may not be included in the TNS download till the 
next day (or so). If you can’t wait for the TNS update, the online configurator does give the long product 
code, which can be used immediately (but see below)  
 
Adding with Long product code 
Add a new device to a project and enter the long product code and click verify. The appropriate relay will be 
setup for you. If the short product code is in the TNS list it will be shown in the Device Information screen.  
 
You can use a long product code that contains ???? wildcards (see later) 
 
Adding with hardware editor 

 
 
In this case, you add the hardware from the built-in hardware catalogue to arrange the desired hardware 
configuration in DIGSI. As DIGSI 5 does not support the various sales features (warranty period etc), the long 
product code will contain wildcards. 
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This long product code (with wildcards) can be pasted back into the online configurator, which will add the 
default sales features (current firmware, standard 5 year warranty etc), giving a fully populated long product 
code and short product code for relay ordering. 
 
Can you force DIGSI to show a short product code? 
It does not appear like you can always have DIGSI show a short product code.  

• If the long product code has question marks, no short product code will display 

• If the TNS is updated, short product codes might appear 

• Users have reported that if you create a hardware change (add module etc), a short product code 
might appear  

• Users have reported that creating the matching hardware online, results in a TNS update the next 
day 

 
The display of a short product code in DIGSI 5 should be treated as a convenience, with the expectation that 
the long product code is copied to the online configurator to help determine the short product code for 
ordering.  
 
 

Finding the short and long product codes 

 
The long product code is: 

• Always obtainable via the online configurator (from short product code or building a product 
configuration) 

• Always available via the device LCD and online screens in DIGSI 5 

• Available in DIGSI 5 “device information” screen, but where device has been added to the project 
from the hardware editor some fields might be shown as question marks 

 
The short product code is: 

• Always available in the online configurator (from long product code or building a product 
configuration) 

• Printed on the relay label (but will no longer valid if the hardware has been changed, or function 
points added etc) 

• May be shown in DIGSI 5 offline “Device Information” screen 

• Shown on the front panel LCD if firmware is V7.30 or greater[1] 
 
The result is that on occasions, where a short product code is desired, but not available, the long product 
code must be pasted into the online configurator to generate the short product code. 
 
[1] The short product code in the relay display is supplied from the relay setting file. If the hardware is later 
changed (i.e. module change/addition etc), the short product code will not be updated until the new setting 
file is loaded to the relay. 
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What changes the short/long product code? 

 
The short/long product codes do include reference to and will[1] change with: 

• Expansion modules, plug-in modules and their position 

• Number of function points, significant licencing attributes, warranty period 

• Display types and other hardware order attributes 

• A specific firmware being specified 

• It may also include a microprocessor type reference 

• The Integrated Ethernet interface licence is changed (i.e. IEC 61850 added to this port) 
 

 
 
 

Specifying firmware 

 
The online configurator allows a relay code to be generated with “sales options” that now allows you to 
order the relay with a specific a version of firmware loaded, rather than the default of ‘current version’. 
 
BE AWARE, in DIGIS 5 when creating a device using short or long product code, while the code does contain 
information on the ordered firmware, DIGSI 5 will default the setting file to that of your latest drivers not 
the specified firmware in the code. You need to select the desired firmware in Step 3 in the following  DIGSI 
5 application template section. 
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Setting file defaults to latest drivers 
 

 
 
The same applies to the Communication Protocol. 
 
 

Long product code specifies v07.54 
firmware to be supplied in relay 

DIGSI defaults setting file to its most 
current driver 

Change to the firmware desired 


